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Balls 
…and marbles…. 
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There were toymakers all through period, but simple balls were usually made by the children 

themselves or by parents with a few extra moments and a small stash of materials.  

The very simplest are rocks, nuts or wads of grass or even… there’s no polite way to say it… 

balls of dried animal poop! Kids will throw and roll all kinds of things.  

I’m am a very hands-on type of person, trying things rather than assuming that other folks were 

right, examining pictures and trying to re-create what I saw, rather than make drawings and 

assume.  …and since this research goes back 30 years, some of my original sources are long 

gone!  

As I’ve been working on the book part of the research, I realized that people were saying the 

same things over and over about balls. It’s one of the problems with research, toys especially - 

unless you go back to the sources, folks end up working from that same set of speculations. So, 

in order to test the accepted conclusions, I started making balls. 

I’ve done them out of leather and fabric, both, and collected ones of other materials. One of the 

things that I had the worst problem with was making balls that were ok for my kids to throw at 

one another. Ok, I have 5 boys, but they *did* all make it to adulthood. I don’t think that would 

have happened if I used some of the period ball fillings! The rag core balls, even wrapped with 

wool, are *very* hard! Let’s not even go near pebble fillings, and the one time I was sure of a 

concussion it was caused by a croquet ball, which is solid wood. So, those were right out.  

And period balls didn’t bounce the way we expect balls to, although I had to test that to be 

certain...  

 

In my research on period toys I kept running across three questions.  

1. “How did they make these?” (Section 1) 

2. “How do the materials & techniques making the balls differ from the modern ones?”  

(Section2)  

3.  “I need to experiment with the period materials to see how can I fake these with modern 

materials?” (List from Section3 
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Section 1 - “How did they make these?” 

I’ve been collecting the list of materials from various sources for several years. There is a wide 

variety and the materials dictate the tools. I’m making some guesses here from looking at and 

working with various tools and techniques.  

Leather seems to  have been done with leather techniques such as double-needle stitching, 

although in period it probably would have been waxed cord poked through awl holes or a cord 

with hog bristles waxed to the ends as was common in leather-working/cobbling of the time.  

You cannot tell from the extant examples since the seams tend to perish first. 

Children would usually have had access to simpler materials than adults, so metal needles would 

probably not have been used on fabric, either, unless they begged Mama. Fishbones can be holed 

and since children would have been using cord, even wooden needles might have been part of 

the equation.  The quick version of what I found as an answer is, “With anything that they could, 

with the same tools and stitches as anything else depending on what they had!”  

There are some turned wooden balls, both hollow and solid, glass and ceramic balls & marbles, 

which are not nearly as regular as we expect them to be, being hand-done, rather than mass-

produced. 

Section 2 -  “How do the materials & techniques making the balls differ from the modern 

ones?”  

Most of our modern balls are purchased, so they are not really equivalent to the ones used in 

period, except to those of the nobility. That being said, obviously the modern plastics are right 

out, although some modern vinyls are a good fake for period leather, and cotton canvas/denim is 

a good fake for the heavy linens.  

Even manufactured balls such as turned wood and glass and ceramic balls and marbles, seem to 

have been less regular than we would assume, some of them actually rather flat on one side, 

although it is possible that those were game pieces rather than actually balls or marbles. Glass 

and ceramic marbles were not mass- produced until this past century.  

We do a *lot* more with inflated balls and make much larger balls than anything that has been 

found and a lot of our modern games depend on the balls bouncing well. Bladders have been 

found that might have been used for balls in much the same way that I played with them at 

butchering time and Laura Ingalls Wilder describes so well in Little House in the Big Woods * 

* Little House in the Big Woods Paperback – May 11, 2004, by Laura Ingalls 
Wilder  (Author), Garth Williams (Illustrator), Publisher: HarperCollins; Reprint edition (May 11, 
2004), ISBN-10: 0060581808, ISBN-13: 978-0060581800 (Original copyright Laura Ingalls Wilder 
1932) 

http://www.amazon.com/Laura-Ingalls-Wilder/e/B00LZF3FCY/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.amazon.com/Laura-Ingalls-Wilder/e/B00LZF3FCY/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&text=Garth+Williams&search-alias=books&field-author=Garth+Williams&sort=relevancerank
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Aelflaed of the Weald  has this to say in her article, “Balls” 

“Inflated cattle bladders were played with in ancient Rome, as the evidence of 

Pompei shows (Endrei, p. 97). Doris Fischer (Spielzeug im Mittelalter (German 

language website)) claims that air-filled leather pallone were expensive and only 

appeared in Germany from the middle of the sixteenth century, although home-

made inflated bladders would certainly have been widely available long before 

this time. Inflated balls were made in France and Italy at least, judging by the very 

similar names used in these countries (ballone/pallone), although probably not 

exclusively. Endrei notes the gift, in 1147, of seven ballone to a French monastery 

(Endrei, p. 100). It is hard to be sure whether inflated balls were made from whole 

bladders, or whether sewn leather covers were also inflated. An Italian (?) poem 

of 1530, quoted by Endrei (pp. 108 - 109), speaks of the crafter's need for good 

leather and skill both in sewing and in the making of valves. This sounds very 

much like a description of making an inflated leather ball, rather than a bladder. 

Pumping air into the ball correctly, so as not to damage the valve, is also seen as a 

skill.”** 

** http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html  

Section 3 - “I need to experiment with the period materials to see how can I fake these with 

modern materials. ”  

…and that has been the major thrust of my research! Over the years I have 

collected balls of various sorts and mostly given them to children to see what they 

actually do with them. The majority of the balls did not survive the children’s play, 

so I’ve collected up some more and created a standard (-ish) set to experiment 

with, myself.  

The balls and tins of fillings in the display are matched so that they can be played 

with to determine characteristics and the non-period type ones are there for 

comparisons.  

  

http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html
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Balls and fillings in the display 

Balls that I didn’t make 

 beanbag (very not period) 

 juggling bag (period style) 

 animal hack (possible literary reference, only) 

 bouncy (not period)  

 hollow wood (no extant, but some possible pieces) 

 solid wood* 

 marbles (glass) period and non-period styles 

 marbles (ceramic) period style 

 marbles (stone) period  

Balls in Denim Covers 

 thread waste 

 wool 

 batt scrap  

 human hair 

 loofah 

 dryer lint 

 fiberfill light and heavy 

 fabric scrap  

 sawdust 

 heavy scrap  

 witchmoss 

 sand 

 lentils 

In process or something missing 

 hair and clay 

 rag core * 

 wool waste* 

 pebbles 

Ball with leather cover filled with moss * 
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Materials 

Solid Balls 

 Wood – carved or turned 

 Ceramic – hand-formed, fired and 

unfired. 

 Stone – obsidian ones are as far back as 
the Paleolithic, jasper and agate are 

more recent. 

 Nuts - Balls? Well, they get treated the 
same and used in the same games! 

 Glass - especially small marbles in late period 

 Felt – hand-rolled, pre-date period, some are tied around (Norse), some covered to keep 

their shape.  

 Bone (small….marbles, etc.) 

 Metal, there are some small ones extant 

 Baubles of precious metal are mentioned in literature and inventories, some were hollow, 

some had rattling bits inside, some were solid. Obviously the toys of the nobility….  

Not-Filled or Inflated Balls 

 Bladders - pig, goat, sheep, cow, fish – generally  home-made until late in period. 
Specialist existed in making leather covered ones with valves in very late period.  

 Skin - Particularly fish, snake and eel, often inflated and simply dried 

 Paper - No evidence in Europe other than as curiosities, post Silk Road opening up. 

 Dried flattened reeds, grass and straw - Other than from Egypt these are known only from 
literary mention. 

 Wood – both turned, solid and of two turned hemispheres glued together. Usually painted 

Filled Balls-  

Covers 

 Denim or other medium-heavy, tightly-woven fabric is a good fake for "Indigo linen 
canvas" or “madder-dyed cloth” which are the common fabric covers. 

 Linen 

 leather scraps – lightweight, garment, split or 2-3oz is the best, would have been 
lightweight skins such as rabbit, pig, etc. (fake with vinyl)  There’s a reason they call a 

football a “pigskin!”  

 Can use burlap for coarse covers filled with pebbles or a solid rag core.  

 Knotted grass as in sliotars   

https://anjasquest.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/041815-balls-table-1.jpg
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Fillings I’ve experimented with 

 Moss 

 Linen and hemp waste 

 Spoiled wool or wool combings 

 Human, horse or other hair, sometimes 
frizzed 

 thread clippings 

 fabric bits too small to be used 

 Pebbles 

 sand 

 feathers 

 grass or hay 

 clay 

 sawdust 

 rag core 

 Combinations of the above 

Fillings - Modern 

 Lentils (fake for inedible seeds, edible would not have been wasted!) 

 dryer lint (fake for linen/hemp/wool combings) 

 larger fabric pieces (cabbage would have been used for other purposes in period!) 

 doll beans (fakes seeds/pebbles) 

 cut up loofah or cellulose sponge (fake for moss) 

 fiberfill (fakes any of the fabric fillings) 

  

https://anjasquest.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/040915-balls.jpg
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Appendix - Extant Balls and other primary/secondary source material 

Balls, or at least things to throw or roll, are one of the oldest 

toys. Extant ones are not easy to come by, since toys get loved 

to death. A lot of balls can be misidentified, as well, since ones 

like the first set below (which are a recreation) come apart into 

bits of unidentified of leather, cord and filling. 

<<<<< Roman era, unfired clay <<<<<<< 

Rocks 

don't 

look 

like 

much other than rocks after they're been 

battered. Wood rots or gets burned for 

fuel in a cold winter. Wool can rot or 

mold or mildew and break down. Paper 

and reed disintegrate. Bladders pop or 

dry out and get brittle and land in the 

midden. Ceramics break into 

unidentifiable bits. Gold and silver ones 

(and they did exist) often got melted 

down for the precious metal. So.... there aren't that many still in existence. 

<<<<<<<<< 

Roman Era 

marbles 

<<<<<<<<<

<< 

2
nd/3rd

 cent 

BCE >>>> 

...and 

marbles....subs

et of balls.... no 

one knows 

where marbles 

started off, 

although there are lots of theories. There are extant ones from 

Pompeii and Egypt. Probably nuts and/or smoothed river rocks were the earliest, but a couple of 

millennia of clay, wood, stone and glass ones exist, but since they're just tiny balls, they do get 

mislabeled. There are lots of references to marbles and marble games in period.  

https://housecapuchin.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/brc3adgic3b0a-vadesbana-leather-ball.jpg
https://anjasquest.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/roman-marbles-british-museum.jpg
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Extant Pieces 

Balls do exist from the times of the Roman Empire 

and before. Especially in Egypt, the climate and the 

burial practices helped to preserve some.  

>>>> Roman Era (Egypt) Reed ball >>>>>>> 

If you think they look familiar, that's proof that toys 

haven't changed all that much! 

 

Medieval/Norse/Novgorod 

<<<<<<< Museum : Universitetsmuseet i 

Bergen MuseumNo : BRM_0/27043 / 

BRM_0/10913 / BRM_0/50582 / BRM_4/9678 / 

BRM_0/13605 / BRM_237/10301 InventoryNo : 

DiA_001064 County : Hordaland Municipality : 

Bergen Location : Bryggen Period : Middelalder 

<<<<<<<<<<<< 

“Russian sites at Novgorod have thrown up large 

numbers of wooden balls - 180, according to one 

study (Brisbane, 1992.). They are generally fairly 

small, most being within the range of 3.5 - 5 cm 

in diameter. The greatest numbers come from the 

tenth- and eleventh-century levels, with a marked decline from the twelfth century on. Kolchin's 

earlier work in the same area identified 113 wooden balls, dating from the tenth to the fifteenth 

centuries. Only nine of these came from fifteenth-century contexts, in comparison with twenty-

one from the fourteenth century, only one level earlier. (Kolchin, 1989). Despite this decline in 

historical popularity, wooden balls have never been entirely superseded by leather; traditional 

games such as skittles often still use wooden balls to this day. …”  

“… Leather balls first appear in the Novgorod digs in eleventh-century contexts. Their incidence 

increases steadily from that point, with a peak in the thirteenth-century level. These balls are 

generally fashioned of three pieces of leather (Figure 1), sewn together and stuffed with felt, 

moss or textile pieces (waste linen or hemp). Some examples are 4.5 - 6 cm diameter, while 

larger ones of 10 - 15 cm diameter are also found. Brisbane records 330 leather balls recovered 

in total (Brisbane, pp 173-176). http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html 

http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html
https://anjasquest.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/pink-purple-div.gif
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ From http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-

2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

“Leather ball-covers come in three basic 

patterns, repeated in material finds from 

all over Europe. Figure 1 shows a three-

piece version, comprised of a long strip 

and two circles. A slit cut in the strip 

was often used to stuff the sewn cover, 

although stuffing could also have been 

inserted through one of the seams 

without making an extra slit. Figure 2 

shows a multi-segmented ball. This 

example has four roughly equal 

segments, but the number is not fixed. 

Two-piece constructions are also 

possible, although there is little evidence for their existence 

in the medieval period. 

http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html  

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A Modern recreation of these balls 

from http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-

southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-

leather-balls ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

<<<<<<< Leather ball from Novgorod, thirteenth century. 

(Brisbane) <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<  

http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
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Medieval Manuscripts 

 <<<<<< A 

decorated ball! The 

Institute of 

Realienkunde of 

Medieval and Early 

Neuzei, houses a 

book of heraldry 

(ÖNB 12820, fol. 

182r) 

This looks like 

baseball! It's 

probably a game 

known later as 

"stoolball" which 

seems to be the 

ancestor of t-ball and maybe of cricket. 

 

(Below, left) From a games site, no idea of 

the provenance other than “14
th

 Century 

engraving” 

 

>>>>>From the great hours of Anne of 

Brittany flight into Egypt = Jesus with a 

ball!  
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(Below) English Depiction of education of royal offspring at the court of Charles V of France 

 

….and whaddya know? A glass marble!!! Looks like some of the ones my kids played with! 
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Harborough Hoard (late Renaissance) - Full article here: http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-

hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-childrens-toys/ 

Irritated adults and confiscated toys led to an awesome find! 7 balls, of which two were flint 

nodules, two were clay and the other three were covered with either red cloth or leather and filled 

with a mix of clay and hair! 

 

There’s been a good bit of “The clay is mixed with hair because the ball was found in a midden”. 

In other words, folks have been assuming that hair was all that was in the balls, originally, which 

would make them rather squashy, rather like foam rubber. However these balls were indoors, not 

subject to wet or dirt! 

Solid balls among other toys…. 

From the landschaft museum http://www.landschaftsmuseum.de/Bilder/Spielzeug_Holz-2.jpg   

http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-childrens-toys/
http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-childrens-toys/
http://www.landschaftsmuseum.de/Bilder/Spielzeug_Holz-2.jpg
https://anjasquest.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/balls-found-at-harborough-market-church.jpg
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Breughel's Children's Games - There's a wonderful bit on the history and significance of this 

painting along with a rundown of all the toys and activities contained in the picture here 

(although I think there are some inaccuracies!) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children%27s_Games_(Bruegel) 

           

Marbles                             Bocce                                            Bowling 

             

Swimming with an inflated bladder       Blowing up a bladder       Who's got the ball? 

           

Pitch and toss with coins, but balls were also used, more like beanbags  Throwing walnuts, but 

again, balls were also used. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children%27s_Games_(Bruegel)
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Balls for sports - Handball & Tennis - These didn't spring full-blown, but most of the 

predecessors are only spoken about. 

 A 

selection of old hurling balls, (sliotars) from National Museum of Ireland's collections   AllIreland     

      

A german student's sketch http://library.sc.edu/spcollimages/tennis/net1.jpg Jeu de paume - 1672 

http://library.sc.edu/spcollimages/tennis/net1.jpg
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<<Old-style racquet <    >Post-medieval leather tennis ball. Museum of London's collection>>> 
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A small ball, step-by-step 

This is the process for all of the denim balls that I have done. I was also experimenting with 

shapes to find one that was pleasing to me. Also, most of the balls have been done on the 

machine which makes them less regular than the ones done by hand.  

 

                

Cut out                            Stitch                              Stitch                                  One side 

https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032615-ball1/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball1/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball2/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball3/
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Stitch 2nd seam                          Stitch                        Stitch                       Turn 

              
Fill                                   Fill                         Fill                                          Fill 

                 
Fill               and fill some more            ..and start blindstitching   Tucking escapees back in 

           
Stitch up and hide the end     Done           Done 

  

https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball4/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball5/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball7/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032415-ball8/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-01/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-02/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-03/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-04/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-05/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-06/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-07/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-08/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-10/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-11/
https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/032515-ball-12/
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Sources, References and Bibliography 

My pages 

 A page on my experiments - http://wp.me/P64CxW-6o 

 Instructions on making a simple one for yourself - http://wp.me/P64CxW-6m 

 Marbles are on this page: http://wp.me/P64CxW-8x 

Books 

 Brisbane, M, (ed). The Archaeology of Novgorod, Russia: Recent Results From the Town 

and its Hinterland, J. Judelson (trans.) Lincoln, The Society for Medieval Archaeology 

Monograph Series, No.13, 1992 

 Robert W Henderson,  Ball, Bat and Bishop: THE ORIGIN OF BALL GAMES, 1947, 

1975, 2001, ISBN-10: 0252069927, University of Illinois Press, ISBN-13: 978-

0252069925 

 William Bavin, Marbles: The Pocket Book of Marble Collecting, History and Games, 

November, Outline Press Ltd; 1st edition, 1991, ISBN-10:1871547156, ISBN-13:978-

1871547153 

 History of Toys, Antonia Fraser, 1966, George Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd, London 

ISBN-10: 0297173898, ISBN-13: 978-0297173892 

Sources for further study and references 

 Balls! http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html - Fantastic layout of sources and 

materials!  

 Ball info http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-

contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls 

 Harborough Hoard http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-

childrens-toys/  

 Marbles - http://www.marbleking.co.uk/index.aspx?pageid=898085 

 Marbles http://mentalfloss.com/article/29486/brief-history-marbles-including-all-marble-

slang 

 World's Oldest Football - http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-tayside-central-

18119054  

 Felted Balls -

 https://handmadefelttoys.wordpress.com/ https://handmadefelttoys.wordpress.com/2011/

08/23/washing-machine-wash-wash-wet-felted-balls/ 

 A good primer - http://www.buymarbles.com/marblealan/nonglass.html  

Other Ball Games links 

 http://cuallaidh.hubpages.com/hub/Medieval-History-of-Football  

http://wp.me/P64CxW-6o
http://wp.me/P64CxW-6m
http://wp.me/P64CxW-8x
http://www.amazon.com/Robert-W-Henderson/e/B001H6N0EO/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.amazon.com/William-Bavin/e/B003VNP4HC/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.amazon.com/Antonia-Fraser/e/B000AQ73UO/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Faelflaed.homemail.com.au%2Fdoco%2Fballs.html&h=XAQEGedJk&s=1
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://glorious.atenveldt.org/home/a-s-special-southwind-2012/table-of-contents/games/medieval-toys-leather-balls
http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-childrens-toys/
http://irisharchaeology.ie/2013/02/a-hoard-of-16th-and-17th-century-childrens-toys/
http://www.marbleking.co.uk/index.aspx?pageid=898085
http://mentalfloss.com/article/29486/brief-history-marbles-including-all-marble-slang
http://mentalfloss.com/article/29486/brief-history-marbles-including-all-marble-slang
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-tayside-central-18119054
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